
AUID

A community and resource for interior
designers at institutions of higher
education. 

ABOUT US!

WHY JOIN? 

Founded in 1979 after in-house designers at several
midwestern universities found the need to communicate and
share ideas.  AUID now exists as a non-profit and robust
community of designers collectively working to shape the
higher education environment by continuing to refine and
adapt for different classroom pedagogies, office designs, and
generational needs of staff, faculty, and students. 

866-860-AUID (2843) info@auid.org auid.org

INSPIRE: NETWORKING

INFORM: RESOURCES

PROFESSIONAL + STUDENT

Connect with other designers from peer institutions. Each
campus brand and experience are unique but the design
perspective and challenges share a common thread. 

Have a challenging project or issue? Need inspiration or proven
solutions? Poll other designers for resources, recommendations,
and knowledge to solve problems innovatively.

CEU opportunities are available for members. Additionally,
scholarships are accessible to members who are pursuing
professional accreditations and current students pursuing
degree programs. 

COMRADERY + SUPPORT + INGENUITY

LESSONS LEARNED + BEST PRACTICES

The Association of University
Interior Designers

INVEST: ADVANCEMENT

MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS
Access to peer institution networking/ resource sharing
Continuing Education opportunities
Monthly roundtable discussions
Invitation to NeoCon meetup
Invitation to annual conference (hosted by a different University each
year, includes: campus tours, CEU's, design awards, vendor showcase)
Subscription to Learning by Design Magazine
Accesss to member section of website (archives, data)
Membership scholarships and conference scholarships are considered
on an annual basis

Annual Dues: $75*

Daily/ Weekly (Instant Access to Nationwide Resources & Emails)
Monthly (Roundtables & Newsletter) 
Yearly (Annual Conference & NeoCon Meetup)

*Membership is renewed annually. Additional costs associated with conference
registration and attendance are not included with membership. 

Designing for higher education is distinct and requires a balance of
reliable, tested and proven solutions. This communal space fosters
opportunities for connecting, sharing reputable resources,
collaboration, and champions advancement both at the
professional and student level. 

INSPIRE + INFORM + INVEST
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2022 Conference at Purdue University


